Evolution is most often viewed (and formalised) as an optimisation process. In this paper wc suggest that a useful alternative heuristic may be to view (and formalise) evolution as a self-enhancing pattern transformation, pattern detection and pattern generation process. This suggestion is based on the growing awareness of die emergence of complex behaviour from simple environmentally dependent action rules when they operate in a structured environment, and the structuring of the environment by such behavioural patterns. We describe paradigm worlds, which suggest thai such emergent behaviour may underlie behaviour patterns observed in various species. We show how the emergence of macro-behaviour patterns can be interpreted as a form of pattern processing by the action rules on the environment. We suggest that these emergent patterns function as a prepattcrn for evolutionary processes: evolution fixates and enhances these patterns.
1.Introduction
Ever since Darwin's profound insight in equating 'survival' and 'fitness' for self-replicating entitles, evolutionary theory has had a strong footing in terms of optimisation processes. This optimisation viewpoint pervades most biological thinking about evolution and adaptation. Population genetics is entirely formulated in such terms, and traits of organisms are customarily 'explained' in terms of their 'fitness', recently in particular in sociobiology and behavioural ecology. Genetic Algorithms (Holland 1976 , Goldberg 1989 ) have used basic 'genetic mechanisms* for solving general optimisation problems. Only relatively recently have quantitative studies begun to expose the constraints on a 'mutation selection* process leading to appreciable optimisation (after all: 'optimisation by 'survival of the fittest' is not a tautology). Eigen and Shuster (1979) exposed die 'error threshold', i.e. they showed that only a limited amount of mutation is compatible with evolutionary optimisation. Kauffman (Kauffman & Smith 1986 Kauffman 1989a ) stressed that optimisation is only possible in not too rugged fitness landscapes, i.e only if similar genotypes have.in general, similar fitnesses. Rugged fitness landscapes result from extensive coupling between genes, by which the system exhibits strong selforganising properties. Such selforganisation thus seems to be a constraint on evolutionary optimisation.
All these approaches use an external, apriori, 'user' imposed fitness criterion. Only a few models are studied, in which only survival determines the evolutionary process in a coevolutionary context. (Conrad & Rizki 1989 , Packard 1988 , Holland 1990 , Kauffman 1989b . In such models 'fitness' is not clearly defined, and fitness landscapes are wildly dynamic entities, if they can be visualised at all.
In this paper we propose that it may be worthwhile to view evolutionary processes not as primarily an optimisation process, but instead as pattern processing (i.e. as pattern detection, pattern transformation or pattern generation). Such a view is of course entirely compatible with the optimisation viewpoint, but provides different heuristics for studying such processes. In particular we should like to study what may be called the generation of 'fitness' dimensions, rather than walks through fixed fitness landscapes, although we prefer a terminology like 'pattern of survival' rather than fitness. The insight that pattern recognition and pattern detection can be studied in terms of energy minimisation ('optimisation' as used in evolutionary theory) (Hopficld 1984 , Acklcy el al. 1985 and the extensive literature which followed this conceptualisation) has led to important new models and machines for pattern recognition/ pattern detection. We hope that a similar, but reversed, change of viewpoint with respect to evolution (i.e. from optimisation to pattern detection) will likewise lead to new models elucidating (and possibly machines, exhibiting) innovative evolutionary adaptation.
2, TODO and emergent behaviour 2.1 Introduction to the TODO principle.
The potential of local rules to generate complex behaviour in interaction with a structured environment was first hinted at by Simon (1969) in his phrase: "an Ant viewed as a behaving system is quite simple, the apparent complexity of its behaviour in time is largely a reflexion of the complexity of the environment in which it finds itself..."; "a Man viewed as a behaving system is quite simple, the apparent complexity of his behaviour in time is largely a reflexion of the complexity of die environment in which he finds himself...". Simon, and with him most Artificial Intelligence research, have concentrated entirely on humans, and have in practice dismissed this phrase as an irony. Nor have those studying animal behaviour taken the hint seriously, they have continued to study behaviour virtually independent of the environment or they have paid attention to the environment as a constraint on (optimising) behaviour only. By contrast our own research has been in the direction of Simon's pointer, but has gone beyond it by Evolution as Pattern Processing 4}, studying emergent self-regulating behaviour generated by entities governed by local rules in apriori lowly structured environments. We call die basic mechanism underlying this self-structuring the TODO principle: the entities 'do what there is to do'; what there is to do changes by their doings. In the following subsections we briefly summarise some insights which emerged from studying worlds governed by the TODO principlc.
Flexibility vs adaptation.
Food seeking behaviour is a paradigm which has been frequently used in studying various forms of (adaptive) behaviour specification (e.g. Booker (1982) , Wilson 1985) , Coderre (1988) , Travis (1988) ). It is instructive to compare the behaviour of an extremely simple TODO specification with that obtained by a sophisticated learning scheme. We did this for ANIMAT (Wilson 1985 ) (whose behaviour is governed by a classifier system (Holland 1986) ) and compared it with SMARTY (with TODO based behaviour, which has the form "if you see food eat it; otherwise go straight") (Hogeweg 1989) . We used the same environment, the same 'sensors', and die same experimental procedure in both cascs(i.e. those reported by Wilson 1985) . This experimental procedure admits of only half of the basic possibilities of TODO based, entities: the environment is kept constant and dicrcfore 'what there is to do' is not influenced by 'what is done'. This exercise makes clear that: 1. It is much easier to formulate SMARTY than it is to formulate ANIMAT and much less adhoc choices and tuning are necessary; 'hidden assumptions' play less crucial and unexpected roles (e.g. global or 'egocentric' coding of direction). 2: SMARTY is a more efficient foodscckcr than the best ANIMATs obtained. 3. When SMARTY is brought in a moderately different environment its behaviour degenerates less dian that of ANIMAT. Also, in the long run, ANIMAT has a hard time to 'adapt' to the new environment, whereas SMARTY's behaviour is flexible enough to cope. This example illustrates a conflict between adaptability and flexibility. Information-rich representations of the environment (such as ANIMAT builds), which arc reflected in local behavioural rules, impairs flexibility to cope with new environments. Coping with new environments is of course of paramount importances It is an open question how to evolve flexibility: a variable environment is not enough (Rizki & Conrad 1986 ).
Emergent behaviour patterns.
The previous example already suggests that informationpoor (flexible) local behaviour specification leads to larger scale behaviour in which patterns in the environment are reflected, e.g. in a poor cnviionment SMARTY will move straight over long distances, whereas it will zigzag and remain in a small aiea in richer environments In this case this is not very striking bccau.se the laigcscale behaviour is expressed in the same type of terms as the local behaviour. However the macrobehaviour generated is not restricted to behaviour dimensions represented in the local rules.
Using again the foodgathering paradigm we studied such emergent patterns in MIRROR worlds inhabited by CROWNs (Hogeweg & Hesper 1990 ), CHIMPs (Hogeweg & te Boekhorst 1990) , and ORANGs (te Boekhorst & Hogeweg in prep). These worlds were shaped such that they resemble in some aspects the worlds of Crown of Thorns (a starfish from the coral reefs), chimpanzees and orang-utans respectively. In all cases individuals move to the nearest foodsource and eat it; moreover they may move towards each other. The resulting macrobchavioural patterns resemble closely those found in the corresponding REALworids:
l.The CROWNs are outbreak prone: i.e. they are inconspicuous and barely influence their environments upto a certain density: slightly above that density tiicy aggregate into large groups and entirely deplete the environment within a short time. Likewise Crown of Thorns depletes coral reefs, changing the entire ecosystem drastically for long periods (e.g. Endean & Stablum, 1975; Moran, 1988) . Sudden large increases of the population size is the most often assumed explanation. In contrast, in the CROWN world the potentially large travelling speeds and the. size of the CROWNs the usually large abundance of food (coral) and the local coral regrowlh arc the features responsible for this dramatic phenomenon.
2. In the CHIMP world we find travel groups of MALEs (who in search for mates approach every CHIMPlike entity in view), and lone FEMALEs. This group structure resembles closely the group structure (= social structure as defined by Rowel! 1972) found in chimpanzees (Halparin 1979) . The explanation of the occurrence of all male groups is usually sought in terms of defense against neighbouring groups. In the CHIMP world it is due to the food availability and the mutual CHIMPseeking behaviour.
3. In the ORANG world we find travelling bands which form in small fruit trees, rather than in large ones. Travelling bands were found in orang utans in the season in which many small trees have fruits (Sugardjito et al 1987) , which was explained in terms of a compromise between a 'social urge* and avoidance of food competition. In the ORANG world it is a side effect of going to the nearest food source and eating until satisfied. This behaviour leads to travelling bands when food sources are depleted before the caters arc satisfied, and when enough food sources arc available. Reexamination of the data (tc Boekhorst & Hogeweg in prep.) shows that this is indeed the way in which travelling bands are formed in die orang utans. These examples show: 1. the large impact of the interplay between simple TODO rules.and a specific environment: it creates the environment in which the entities regularly find themselves: the depleted coral, the all male CHIMP groups and the seasonal travelling ORANG bands. 2. How the patterns found in the TODO based artificial worlds reflect patterns found in REALworlds. 3. The apparently superfluous mechanisms and concepts used in the common explanation of these REALworld patterns.
The emergence of new environmental features by the interaction of TODO rules with the environment can be viewed as the emergence of new 'fitness' dimensions.
2.4. Selfregulation of TODO based emergent patterns.
The patterns discussed above, emerging from food seeking behaviour, are fairly robust to changes in the environmental conditions. This invariance is caused by a subtle interplay between changes in the environment and the resulting changes in the actions of the entities (see Hogeweg & te Boekhorst 1990 , Hogeweg & Hesper 1990 ). However, the selfregulation is more clearly demonstrated in our older work on socioinformatic processes, i.e. TODO based interactions restricted to initially identical entities, which may, however, differentiate due to the interactions in which they participate. We studied socioinformatic processes in BUMBLE'S (Hogeweg & Hesper 1983 ,1985 . BUMBLEs are entities who reflect die lifehistory patterns of bumble-bees: EGG, LARVA, PUPA, WORKER, QUEEN and DRONE stages are recognised. The TODO is triggered by die type (stage) of BUMBLE met: a LARVA is fed when a WORKER or QUEEN meets it etc. When adult BUMBLEs meet they engage in a so called DODOM interaction: with a probability proportional to the value of their respective DOM parameter one of diem 'wins'. The outcome of the interaction results in an updating of the DOM parameters: The DOM parameter of die winning BUMBLE is increased with an amount inversely proportional to the probability of winning (and vice versa for the losing BUMBLE). Thus, a damped positive feedback of DOM values ensues. The DODOM interaction together with the maintenance interactions generate many features observed in life bumblebee nests: a stable differentiation between elite and common workers, a 'rebellion' of the worker at the end of the season, chaotic interactions afterwards, egglaying by only the elite workers.
Moreover, the emergent features are strongly selfregulating. For. example, 'compensatory feeding' (Pendrel & Plowright 1981 ) is observed after the removal of part of the worker force. In the BUMBLE world this is a simple consequence of the TODO structure: WORKERS meet more often a LARVA when there are fewer WORKERS, and therefore more often feed them; in bumblebees an inspection behaviour was thought to be responsible for this (adaptive) behaviour. Even more interesting, the timing of the worker rebellion is invariant for a large range of growth rates of die nest. This is clearly important because, according to ergonomic optimality theory (Oster & Wilson 1978) , the rebellion, and therewith the switch to the production of generative offspring, should occur at the end of the season, when there is just enough time left to rear the generative offspring. The invariance of this 'socially generated clock' works via the differentiation in common workers and elite workers. In fast growing nests tiiis differentiation is less pronounced than in slow growing nests. Therefore a larger worker force is needed to remove the QUEEN from the nesL Thus, in very slow growing nests where ergonomic consideration do no longer apply, rebellion occurs earlier, as is indeed observed in REAL nests.
This example clearly demonstrates the tendency of, TODO, 'do what there is to do', to generate automatically 'what should be done', i.e. to generate automatically 'adaptive behaviour'.
2.5.TODO as basis of building, behaving BEINGS.
The TODO based worlds, discussed so far, are all entirely symbolic, and are simulated on digital computers. Such a symbolic representation can both obscure and generate 'hard' problems (Pattee 1988 , Brooks 1989 Profoundly new insights can therefore be obtained by actually building TODO based entities which live in the REALworld. Brooks (Brooks 1986 Brooks & Flynn 1989 , Flynn & Brooks 1990 ) is doing just this; his goal is to build autonomous BEINGS which can subsist in some real environment, pursueing their own 'goals'. Unlike previous robotics research, but similar to the pre-history of robotics, i.e. the Grey Walter turtles (Grey Walter 1953), and to the above discussed line of research, Brooks* BEINGs do not try to build a global model of the world in which they live, but instead use the actual (local) world as the best possible model of the world (Brooks 1989) . They react on the input provided by their sensors in a TODO-like manner. However, a real environment is much more complex than the simulated environments discussed so far; behaviour of a BEING is therefore governed by a number of simultaneously operating TODO like processes, each using their own observations of the local environment. They interact at the action level, rather than cooperating to build a more complete representation of the situation in which the BEING finds itself. Apart from state changes in the environment (which trigger other TODOs) Brooks uses for the interaction of the TODO like ACTORs his 'subsumption network' in which lower level processes (e.g. 'do not bump into objects') can inhibit higher level processes (e.g. 'explore').
An important design feature is the autonomy of the lower layers of the subsumption network: they are functionally independent of the presence of the higher layers. Moreover the higher levels are also in a sense 'autonomous' but in such a way that the world with which they interact is 'shaped' by the lower level processes (e.g. is shaped such that bumping into things does not occur). Modularity facilitates the design enourmously. Similar modularity apparently exists in biotic systems. However models of evolution usually do not exploit such modularity (see section 4). The TODO principle, as discussed sofar, applies the TODO rules on the basis of information that is locally available in the environment in which the entities dwell. Environments in which the entities can extract this local information and can survive on the basis of it, may be called 'benign' for the entities under consideration. In less benign environments, information obtained from the environment has to be supplemented, in order to survive, by information obtained from an internal model of the environment. Thus an internal model may serve as a 'crutch' for the inability to extract the information directly from the environment, and/or can serve as a means to obtain more global information. This can be seen by comparing the mechanisms for chemotaxis in bacteria and protozoa. The latter observe a chemotactic gradient directly by comparison of concentrations 'in front' and 'behind'. The size of the former is too small to elevate this difference above noise level, and bacteria therefore use an internal model, i.e. a memory of the concentration, to decide whedier to go straight or to turn. (This suggests mat good observers can afford to be bad theoreticians and viceversa! compare drowsing rod praclicioncrs, whose successes are probably due to keen local observation). It should be noted that in the case of the CHIMPs and ORANGs, discussed above, the observations used (i.e. the distance in which fruittrees were spotted) is probably beyond the observational capacities of chimpanzees and orangutans; instead these animals arc assumed by fieldworkers to have an internal model of the environment such that they 'know' whether a fruittree is present at such distances (Goodall 1986 , Rijkscn 1978 ).
The internal model needed in, in this sense, less 'benign environments might take a similar form as the TODO based worlds discused so far (e.g. Hogeweg & Hesper 1986 . For example, Macs (1989 Macs ( ,1990 proposed as an alternative to the (hierarchical) subsumption architecture of (Brooks (1986) , a more 'heirarchical', but also low information content interaction between TODO-like ACTORS These ACTORs change each others environment in the sense of adding and deleting preconditions; moreover they pass activity levels toward each other. Macs (1990) claims that by such an architecture the ACTORs collectively 'do the right thing', and continue to do $o when new ACTORs are added to the network.
The similarity between such an ACTOR network and the TODO based models discussed above suggests a similarity with respect to emergence of macro-patterns (compare Hogeweg & Hesper 1988) . Thus, multiple levels of TODO based world can be envisioned as the basis for 'complex' behaviour.
TODO based pattern processing.
All examples reviewed above show tiiat collections of simple TODO based entities can be viewed as pattern processing devices. This pattern processing can be viewed as pattern detection, pattern transformation or pattern generation whichever image one prefers. Although these are formally equivalent, they indicate different impacts of the pattern processing: we examine them in turn.
1. TODO as pattern detection. The robustness of the macropatterns studied above for some differences in the environment can be interpreted in terms of pattern detection (classification): environments arc classified into those generating the macropatterns discussed, and those generating some other pattern (compare e.g. CHIMPs vs ORANGs, although the TODOs are not exactly identical). The generated classes of the environment are 'labelled' with the macropattcrn generated, i.e. a qualitative difference is added to die initially present gradual differences.
TODO as pattern transformation (pattern association).
Patterns in the environment are transformed via TODO rules into what is actually done. EquivalenUy one might say that patterns in the environment are associated with behaviour patterns. As we have seen the robustness of some macrobehavioural features is obtained by subtle and multiple changes in what is actually done. Thus, in viewing TODO based behaviour as a pattern transformation process, we do not focus on invariant macropatterns as is the case with pattern detection, but focus on the variation in the hiacrobchaviour, which is caused by changes in the environmental conditions. Moreover, we focus on the change in representation of the patterns: from environmental patterns to patterns of behaviour. Such transformation potentially renders the patterns observable for entities equipped with other sensors (and other TODOs).
3. TODO as pattern generation. TODO based pattern processing tends to be sclfenhancing. Environmental patterns which arc transformed into behavioural patterns arc doubly represented and therefore will be preferentially detected. This is in particular true for invariant features generated by a TODO in a set of environments: invariances arc easily detectable. This selfenhancement, together with the transformation of scale of the patterns, and the introduction of new representations of the pattern makes that the pattern processing can often best be regarded as pattern generation: similar pattern processing may underlie processes primarily observed as pattern generation processes.
Examples discussed in section 2 show how TODO based pattern processing viewed as pattern detection, pattern transformation, or pattern generation, provides alternative explanations for patterns of behaviour usually explained in terms of evolutionary optimisation. TODO based pattern processing may, moreover, provide prepatterns on which evolutionary processes operate (section 4). 496 P. Hogeweg and B. Hesper 4. TODO as substrate for evolution.
The emergent adaptive processes we have considered operate at a short (behaviour) time scale, whereas evolutionary adaptation is of course a long term process. Long term processes are usually considered to determine the short term behaviour. Coupling between 'genes' results in emergent patterns and rugged fitness landscapes. This constraints optimisation of an apriori chosen fitness criterion (expressed in terms of 'gene'states) (Kauffman 1986 (Kauffman , 1988a . Thus, emergent patterns and evolution seem to oppose each other. In particular for autonomous evolutionary processes (i.e. evolutionary processes without a-priori specified fitness criterion) it is important to consider the influence of short term emergent patterns on long term evolutionary processes as well. This influence is multifacetied:
1. (Spatial) Patterning changes basic properties of evolutionary processes: e.g. spiral patterns emerging from hypercyclic interaction (Eigen & Shuster 1979) in poorly mixed media cause positive selection for 'altruistic' traits (hypercycles become resistent to parasites) (Boerlijst & Hogeweg 1990) 2. The 'pattern detection' or 'pattern generation' properties of TODO rules (as described above) create (new) fitness dimensions, and (new) fitness criteria. As mentioned e.g. 'social' behaviour becomes a fitness dimension when feeding interactions create (large) parties. At least as important: stable emergent patterns will lead to evolutionary loss of TODO's for situations never (seldom) encountered. This leads to the formation of the generated (detected) pattern becoming itself a fitness dimension.
3. The 'pattern transformation' properties of TODO rules (as described above) create prepatterns of regulatory 'adaptations' to produce the same emergent (generated/detected) patterns in different environments. Long term evolutionary processes may tend to strengthen such prepatterns (viz 2. above). Interestingly, Flynn & Brooks (1989) note that layers added in the subsumption hierarchy to improve the walking (and climbing) abilities of an 'insect' with 6 separately controlled legs, sometimes only strengthens emergent behaviour already present in the system due to e.g. gravitation (e.g. "bend the leg oh the ground when an other leg cannot reach a foothold").
Evolutionary (and learning) processes are most often studied in isolation: the device is supposed to be unstructured relative to the problem to be learned, i.e. it is initialised with as little prcpattern as possible, i.e. the device is initialised'randomly*, (viz. classical evolution theory (one trait, one de novo gene), genetic algorithm (random initial population, but see Huynen and Hogeweg (1989) ), neural networks (random initial (internal) stale in pattern recognition; random or uniform initial weights in learning)).
Absence of 'prepatterns' is certainly not the case for any 'real world' evolutionary (or learning) process. It always starts in a 'viable' state in which its interactions with the environment can be seen as governed by TODO rules. At the very least gross physical TODO's are present (e.g. "if no support then fall down" (Flynn & Brooks 1989) ). As discussed, TODO rules lead to prepatterns which form a substrate for (autonomous) evolutionary processes.
Prepatterns are ignored when learning systems are studied in isolation. Such an approach can be called 'holistic' or 'reductionistic', opposites which are equivalent in the sense that interesting structures are left unanalysed. The pattern processing image of simple TODO rules sketched above, and the image of emerging patterns as substrate for evolution may lead to a modular description of evolving and evolved systems.
